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Proposed running head: A geomorphic analysis of Hale Crater, Mars
Abstract
Hale crater, a 125 × 150 km impact crater located at the intersection of Uzboi Vallis and
the northern rim of Argyre basin at 323.6ºE, 35.7ºS, is surrounded by channels that
radiate from, incise into, and transport material within its ejecta blanket. The spatial and
temporal relationship between the channels and Hale’s ejecta strongly suggests the
impact event created or modified the channels and emplaced fluidized debris flow lobes
over an extensive area (>200,000 km2). We estimate ~1010 m3 of liquid water was
required to form some of Hale’s smaller channels, a volume we propose was supplied by
subsurface ice melted and mobilized by the Hale-forming impact. If 10% of the
subsurface volume was ice, a volume based on a conservative porosity estimate for the
upper Martian crust, 1011 m3 of liquid water could have been released during creation of
Hale crater. We determine a crater retention age of 1 Ga for counting areas inside the
primary cavity based on crater size-frequency statistics, providing a minimum age for
Hale and a time at which we propose the subsurface was volatile-rich. Hale crater
demonstrates the important role impacts may play in supplying liquid water to the
Martian surface: they are capable of producing fluvially-modified terrains that may be
analogous to some landforms of Noachian Mars.
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1. Introduction
Hale crater, a 125 × 150 km impact crater located at 323.6ºE, 35.7ºS on the
northern rim of Argyre basin (Fig. 1), is surrounded by channels that radiate from, incise
into, and transport material within its ejecta blanket. The channels’ spatial and temporal
connection with the crater strongly suggests they were created or heavily modified by the
Hale-forming impact.
Several authors have linked the formation of channels with impact events (e.g.
Maxwell et al. 1973, Brakenridge et al. 1985, McEwen et al. 2007b, Tornabene et al.
2007b, Williams and Malin 2008, Morgan and Head 2009), yet the number of craters
with impact-generated fluvially-modified forms, such as Mojave, Tooting, Zunil, and
Sinton (Williams et al. 2006; 2008, McEwen et al. 2007b, Tornabene et al. 2007a,
Morgan and Head 2009) remains small. These craters are all excellently preserved, and
Hale crater is no exception: its fresh appearance in nighttime infrared (IR) and visible
images, as well as the relatively few superimposed craters, indicate Hale may be one of
the youngest craters of its size on Mars (Tornabene 2008). Other more degraded craters
may also have associated channels, but these channels have been degraded or modified
beyond recognition (Tornabene et al. 2007a).
Hale is the largest Martian crater currently known with impact-related channels.
The amount of water-rich debris required to carve or modify its channels requires a
volatile-rich layer at the impact site that we propose was primarily subsurface ice.
In the following sections we 1) present a morphologic map of Hale, emphasizing
the channels emanating from its ejecta blanket; 2) estimate the peak flow velocities and
discharges in some of Hale’s channels to constrain the amount of water released; 3)
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consider possible sources for the water; and 4) determine the crater-retention age within
Hale’s primary cavity, thus estimating a minimum age for the Hale impact event.

Figure 1

2. Geologic Setting
Hale is a complex crater with a central peak and multiple wall terraces (Melosh
1989). Its rim and terrace structure are most prominent and clearly defined in the north.
Hale was likely formed by an oblique impact from the southeast, due to its elongated
northwest-southeast shape, asymmetric ejecta blanket (Herrick and Hessen 2006),
asymmetric central peak complex (the size and elevation of each peak increases from the
southeast to the northwest), and the distribution of secondary craters and streaks (Fig. 2
and 5). Hale’s morphology was also greatly influenced by the prominent slope of the
Argyre basin (Fig. 2, 11, and 12).
The Hale-forming bolide impacted the northern rim of Argyre basin at its
intersection with Uzboi Vallis, part of the Uzboi-Ladon-Margaritifer (ULM) outflow
system (Fig. 1 and 2). The ULM may have periodically transported large volumes of
water (~150,000–450,000 m3 s-1) during late Noachian through early Hesperian time
(Grant and Parker 2002). Nirgal Vallis, interpreted as a groundwater sapping channel
(Baker 1980, Jaumann and Reiss 2002), is ~700 km long and ~300 km from Hale.
Smaller channels of various sizes, morphologies, and degradation states are also found in
the landscape surrounding Hale. Clearly, water was once abundant in this region. Gullies
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within Hale and nearby craters suggest recent activity, and may indicate the continued
presence of water (e.g. Malin and Edgett 2000, McEwen et al. 2007b, Kolb et al. 2008).
Surrounding Hale, relatively smooth (at 100 m pixel-1) cratered plains extend
beyond the rim of Argyre to the north, and chaotic, hummocky terrain characterizes the
slope of the ancient basin to the south.

3. Geomorphic map of Hale crater
To study the relationship of Hale crater and its channels, we first constructed a
geomorphic map of Hale crater (Fig. 2) using data and imagery from the Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA, Smith et al. 2001), the Thermal Emission Imaging System
(THEMIS, Christensen et al. 2004), the Mars Orbital Camera (MOC, Malin and Edgett
2001), the Context Camera (CTX, Malin et al. 2007), and the High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE, McEwen et al. 2007a). The base map is a 1:500,000
THEMIS daytime IR mosaic with a pixel scale of ~100 m pixel-1 (Christensen et al.
2004). Units relating to Hale crater are mapped at 1:500,000 based on geomorphology
and thermophysical properties.
In addition to the channels associated with Hale, two types of ejecta, ponded and
pitted material, exposed rock, irregular crater clusters (interpreted to be Hale’s secondary
craters), and dunes have been mapped (Fig. 3). Pre-existing chaotic terrain on the margin
of Argyre basin and mantling materials make unit boundaries more difficult to distinguish
to the south than to the north of Hale.

Figure 2
Figure 3
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Figure 4

3.1 Hale ejecta types 1 and 2
Dominant in the geomorphic map of Hale crater are the two ejecta units, Hale
ejecta types 1 (He1) and 2 (He2). He1 is the proximal ejecta unit and is rough at map
scale. He2 is a smoother, apparently thinner and more mobile ejecta unit found farther
from the primary crater. Both ejecta units were able to flow across and modify the
surface, as demonstrated by a pre-existing crater just west of Hale shown in Fig. 6. Ejecta
breached the eastern crater rim, filled the crater, and then flowed out the other side.
He1 is thought to be a combination of ballistic and ground-hugging ejecta. The
ground-hugging component of He1 flowed downhill and around positive relief features
standing higher than the thickness of the unit. Long chains of elongated craters within
He1 are particularly abundant northeast of Hale (Fig. 7). Additional pitting in the distal
reaches of He1 may result from warm ejecta interacting with frozen, possibly snow- or
ice-covered ground, or post-emplacement melting or sublimation of blocks of ice in the
ejecta (Mouginis-Mark 1987). He2 appears to be a thinner and more mobile ejecta unit
that emanates from He1 (Fig. 7). Pre-existing terrain is more easily identifiable beneath
this outer ejecta unit and it is most abundant on the sloping topography of Argyre basin,
southwest of Hale (Fig. 2 and 13). He2 is smooth at map scale and grades into the
surrounding terrain at the highest-resolution imagery available. These observations are
consistent with the interpretation of He2 as a less viscous, more volatile-rich ejecta unit
than He1. Most of Hale’s channels originate at the distal edges of He1 or within He2.
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Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7

3.2 Ponded and pitted material
Subcircular depressions lacking raised rims and ejecta are found in ponded
materials within and around Hale crater. These pits are observed in topographic
depressions outside the crater rim and behind rim terraces, but are most abundant on the
crater floor. The ponded and pitted material with the largest pits (10s to 100s of meters
in diameter) is distinguished as a separate unit (Pp) from the other pitted materials within
He1 (Fig. 8). Though not visible at map scale, fractures that may have been produced by
material cooling and contracting crisscross this unit (Mouginis-Mark and Garbeil 2007,
Mouginis-Mark et al. 2007, Tornabene et al. 2007a).
Similar pits within well-preserved impact craters described by McEwen et al.
(2007b), Mouginis-Mark et al. (2007), Tornabene et al. (2007b), and Bray et al. (2009)
are interpreted as collapse pits formed by volatiles escaping from a mixture of impact
melt and lithic clasts. Pp, found at the lowest elevations of Hale crater where a thick
deposit of hot ejecta materials would have accumulated, supports this hypothesis (Fig.
13).

Figure 8

3.3 Exposed rock
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He1 stratigraphically overlies a rugged, blocky, resistant unit of exposed rock
(Er) that comprises Hale’s crater rim, wall terraces, and central peak complex. This cliffforming unit is overlain by colluvium, and gullies originate on its steep slopes. Er appears
smoother and more rounded further from Hale crater. Its blocky appearance within the
crater may be a result of high shock pressures that produced fractured rock at and near the
impact site.

3.4 Irregular crater clusters
Dense clusters of irregular craters are called irregular crater clusters (Icc).
These clusters are organized into overlapping chains of craters with herringbone patterns
in the ejecta (e.g. Shoemaker 1962, Oberbeck and Morrison 1973) that radiate from Hale
and point back to this crater. Long axes of individual craters within the clusters are also
oriented toward Hale’s primary cavity. These crater clusters are interpreted to be Hale
secondary craters. They are found primarily northwest to northeast of Hale and extend
beyond the map area.
Most secondaries that lie within He1 and He2 appear to be filled with ejecta,
indicating ballistic ejecta emplacement was followed by surface flow, in agreement with
Herrick and Hessen (2006). The rough terrain northeast of Hale makes it difficult to
determine whether this stratigraphic sequence holds in this area. If this rough texture is
attributed to overprinting by ballistic ejecta, it would support the multi-layered hypothesis
of Barlow and Bradley (1990), where lobate ejecta containing near-surface volatiles is
emplaced first, with ballistic ejecta following once the impactor excavated deeper, drier
material beneath an icy layer.
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3.5 Channels
Channels within or emanating from Hale’s ejecta are topographically controlled,
flowing downhill and around obstacles; and are generally immature, exhibiting primitive
branching patterns. Ejecta appears to flow through the channels, some of which contain
streamlined islands. The channels are up to a few km across, though many are much
smaller, and extend as far as 460 km from Hale’s southwestern rim. Channels crudely
radiate from Hale in all directions (though they are strongly influenced by local
topography), but the highest concentration of channels is south-southwest of the crater,
on the wall of Argyre basin (Fig. 3).

Figure 9

Channels with elevated banks flanking short (<5 km), straight chutes (<0.5 km
wide) are mapped as raised-rim channels (Fig. 10). Channels of this type are found on
relatively steep slopes (~0.3°) along the slope break leading into Argyre basin and are
interpreted to result from debris flows.

Figure 10

Large channels that underlie, and therefore predate, Hale ejecta are mapped as
pre-existing channels (Pc). These channels were utilized as conduits by Hale ejecta,
transporting material farther from the primary cavity than would otherwise have been
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possible (Fig. 2). The most prominent pre-existing channel in the map area, overprinted
by Hale, Bond, and Holden craters, is Uzboi Vallis. Other channels may predate Hale as
well, but were heavily modified by the formation of Hale and the emplacement of its
ejecta and are no longer clearly recognizable.

3.6 Dunes
Aeolian dunes within craters are mapped as intra-crater dunes (Iad); dunes on
terrain outside crater cavities are labeled inter-crater dunes (Ied). Dunes overlie Hale
ejecta, so they post-date all impact-related units and may represent more recent activity in
and around the crater.

3.7 Cross-section
A cross-section through Hale, drawn in the inferred direction of travel of the
Hale-forming projectile (Fig. 11), is provided in Fig. 12. The elevation difference caused
by the regional slope into Argyre is clearly apparent, as is the difference in Hale’s
rimcrest elevation and terrace development inside and outside Argyre basin. A series of
listric normal faults is interpreted to have created the rim terraces by down-dropping
blocks of crust towards the crater center. A smaller normal fault in the southeast indicates
a slump in the ejecta. Reverse faults are inferred to have uplifted the central peak
complex. The complex faulting associated with the formation of Argyre basin is
schematically represented by a single large inferred fault at base of the cross-section. The
pattern below Hale’s primary crater depicts the fractured bedrock caused by the impact.
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Figure 11
Figure 12

4. Streaks
An interesting feature radiating from Hale is a starburst pattern of bright
(relatively warm) streaks revealed by THEMIS nighttime IR images, indicating areas
with high thermal inertia. The most prominent of these are shown in Fig. 13, but a hint of
the pattern extends almost to Vallis Marineris, over 1,000 km away. Many streaks begin
at nighttime-IR-bright rims of smaller craters surrounding Hale; a few are co-linear with
chains of Hale’s secondary craters, though not directly associated with the secondaries.
This characteristic that separates streaks from crater rays such as those described by
McEwen et al. 2005 or Tornabene et al. 2006. Streaks can be several 10s of kilometers
long and are typically 1–3 km wide. Some streaks are slightly deflected around
topographic obstacles such as large (≥50 km) crater rims.
A portion of a streak captured in HiRISE image ESP_013916_1485 (Fig. 14a)
reveals scoured bedrock interlaid with aeolian deposits organized into linear dunes
oriented perpendicular to the bedrock grooves (Fig. 14b). These materials may have been
initially emplaced by a base surge associated with the Hale-forming impact event, which
could have collected and concentrated unconsolidated surficial material. If the streaks
were formed by a base surge, they are significant because they document the impact’s
interaction with the atmosphere, as well as the impactor’s ability to mobilize aeolian
materials large distances (>10 radii) from the impact site.
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Figure 14a
Figure 14b
5. Volume of water mobilized by Hale-forming impact
5.1 Discharge estimates
To estimate the volume of fluid mobilized by the Hale-forming impact, which
carved or modified the channels discussed above, we use a DEM constructed from the
HiRISE stereo pair PSP_005609_1470 and PSP_005754_1470 via the techniques
described by Kirk et al. (2008). Although the channels in this DEM are relatively small,
the exceptional resolution provided by HiRISE imagery allows detailed analysis of their
dimensions. MOLA footprints are too widely spaced (300 m along-track, 4 km acrosstrack; Smith et al. 2001) to obtain sufficiently detailed profiles of Hale’s channels.
We calculated peak flow velocities in four of Hale’s channels using the Manning
and Darcy-Weisbach equations, and multiplied these values by channel cross-sectional
areas to estimate peak discharges. These equations have been applied to catastrophic
flows on Mars in previous studies (e.g. Carr 1979, Komatsu and Baker 1997, Grant and
Parker 2002, Wilson et al. 2004, Kleinhans 2005, Leask et al. 2006), though they are
intended for use with steady, uniform flow (e.g. Silberman et al. 1963, O’Connor and
Webb 1988) and their accuracy may be limited outside of their intended application. We
attempt to determine the most accurate estimates possible by using equations specifically
adapted for Martian conditions.
Channel slopes and cross-sections (Fig. 15) were extracted from the HiRISE
DEM using RiverTools (RIVIX 2005). To correct for DEM pixilation and small-scale
noise, we smoothed the profiles before determining the cross-sectional areas. We assume
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channel-full flow conditions, resulting in estimates of peak flow velocity and peak
discharge.

Figure 15

The HiRISE DEM reveals nested sub-channels within the channels in our study.
The main channels may have been carved by Hale, or they may have been pre-existing
features that Hale modified. Terraces of these sub-channels could result from decreasing
flow over time: as the water supply declined, smaller channels may have been carved into
larger channel floors. Pulses of flow could also have produced terraces: a delayed release
of water from melting ice within or beneath hot ejecta may have followed the initial burst
of liquid from the heat of the impact.
Using available data, we cannot constrain the water level in the channels when
they formed. We estimate the flow velocities and discharges for the three topographically
lowest terrace levels within each channel, understanding that the water-rich debris from
Hale may only have carved the lowest sub-channel, or may have filled an even higher
level within the larger valley. The shapes of the channels (particularly the elevations of
the channel floors) during formation may also have been different than the current
morphologies, making estimates of discharge from larger sub-channels difficult to
constrain.
We initially estimate the discharge in each channel assuming it was carved by
pure water. We then adjust our estimates for the more likely scenario that the channels
were carved by a slushy mixture of water-rich debris.
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5.1.1 The Manning equation
The simplicity of the Manning equation makes it a popular tool for calculating
discharge. The original form of the equation (Manning 1891) is
Uc

(R
=

23 12

S

n

) , (1)

where Uc is the mean water flow velocity in the channel, R is the hydraulic radius of the
€ of the flow, and n is the Manning coefficient. S can be
channel, S is the energy slope

approximated as the channel bed surface slope (Silberman et al. 1963). In its most precise
form, R is

R=

Wd
, (2)
W + 2d

where W is the channel width and d is the mean depth of water in the channel. However,

€
in channels where W is considerably
larger than d, as is the case for most natural
channels, R ≈ d (Wilson et al. 2004). We use this simplification in our calculations.
Discharge, Q, is

Q = U c A , (3)
where A is the cross-sectional area of the channel.

€ is intended for terrestrial applications; transferring it to
The Manning coefficient
other planets or satellites without considering differences in the acceleration due to
gravity can lead to errors. Wilson et al. (2004) calculated n = 0.0545 s m-1/3 for Martian
channels. We adopt this value of n for our discharge calculations.

5.1.2 The Darcy-Weisbach equation
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The Darcy-Weisbach equation has been promoted for extraterrestrial
geomorphologic calculations due to 1) its empirically determined, dimensionless friction
coefficient, useful when comparing flows of different scales in different gravitational
regimes (Wilson et al. 2004); and 2) its incorporation of depth-dependent roughness, as
opposed to constant roughness assumed by the Manning equation (Kleinhans 2005). The
Darcy-Weisbach equation is:
 8gRS 1 2
Uc = 
 , (4)
 fc 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity (3.74 m s-2 on Mars) and fc is the friction factor.
€ for the channels near Hale, we use friction factors from
To calculate flow velocities

Wilson et al. (2004) for upper regime sand bed channels (URSBCs) and gravel bed
channels (GBCs). For URSBCs,
 8 1 2
 R  0.1005 −0.03953 −0.1283
, (5)
S
σg
  = 7.515

 fc 
 D50 

where D50 is the median channel bed clast size and σg is the geometric standard deviation
€ size distribution. For GBCs,
of the bed clast
 8 1 2
 aR 
  = 5.75log10 
 , (6)
 fc 
 3.5D84 

where
€

 R −0.314
, (7)
a = 11.1 
 dm 

D84 is the channel bed clast size such that 84% of the clasts are smaller than D84, and dm is
€ channel. We assume σ = 2.9 based on grain size data at the
the maximum depth of the
g

Viking 1, Viking 2, and Pathfinder landing sites, reported by Wilson et al. (2004) from
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data in Golombek and Rapp (1997) and Golombek et al. (2003). We use values assumed
by Kleinhans (2005) for D50 and D84: 0.1 m and 0.6 m, respectively.

5.1.3 Results
Results of flow velocity and discharge calculations are in Table 1. Terrace levels
are reported as 1, 2, and 3, with increasing distance from the channel floor, within
channels A, B, C, and D. Calculated average peak flow velocity in the sub-channels is 8.2
m s-1 using the Manning equation, 7.2 m s-1 for URSBC, and 5.9 m s-1 for GBC (Fig. 16).
The highest calculated flow velocity is 19.2 m s-1 (C3, Manning equation) and the lowest
calculated flow velocity is 0.5 m s-1 (B1, GBC). The average peak discharge for the subchannels is 2.6 × 104 m3 s-1 for the Manning equation, 2.3 × 104 m3 s-1 for URSBC, and
1.9 × 104 m3 s-1 for GBC (Fig. 17). The maximum peak discharge is 1.3 × 105 m3 s-1 (D3,
Manning) and the minimum is 30 m3 s-1 (B1, GBC).

Table 1

The average peak discharges for Hale’s small sub-channels correlate well with the
largest estimated peak discharges in channels associated with Sinton crater (2.5 × 104 –
1.4 × 105 m3 s-1), a 60-km-diameter impact crater in the Deuteronilus Mensae region of
the dichotomy boundary Morgan and Head (2009) propose struck and melted a thick
(0.5–1 km) deposit of ice.

Figure 16
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Figure 17

The flow velocities from the three equations cluster fairly well at flow velocities
<~5 m s-1. At higher velocities, the Manning equation yields the highest values and the
Darcy-Weisbach GBC returns the lowest.
If we assume the duration of flow in Hale’s channels was one week (6.0 × 105 s)
to one month (2.6 × 106 s) and the slurry that carved the channels was 40% water, using a
triangular hydrograph, the total volume of water that flowed through the channels in the
HiRISE DEM at average peak discharge (2.3 × 104 m3 s-1) is 2.8 × 109 m3 and 1.2 × 1010
m3, respectively.

5.2 Volume estimates and origin of the water
Given the estimate of ~1010 m3 of water to form some of Hale’s smaller channels,
we next consider possible origins of the water. First, we consider the amount of water
that could have been released if 10% of the subsurface, by volume, was water ice. This
amount of water would fill a conservative estimate of the available pore space expected
for the upper 1–2 km of the Martian subsurface (MacKinnon and Tanaka 1989).
To estimate the volume of material excavated by the Hale-forming impact, we
project an approximate pre-impact surface along the cross-section line (Fig. 12) and
integrate the volume of the void space between this line and the crater floor. We obtain
an average crater volume of 1.9 × 1013 m3. As only about a third of crater depth is caused
by excavation (Melosh 1989), a volume of ~6.3 × 1012 m3 of material is expected to have
been removed from the crater. If 10% of this volume was water ice, 6.3 × 1011 m3 of
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liquid water could have been mobilized to form the channels and fluidized ejecta patterns
associated with Hale crater: a volume an order of magnitude greater than the calculated
amount of water required to form the channels, making subsurface ice a sufficient source
of water to form or modify Hale’s channels and to produce the fluidized ejecta patterns
surrounding Hale crater. Sufficient water would have been available even if the ice table
was at a depth of ~300 m.

6. Age of Hale
In order to constrain the age of the Hale impact event, we conduct a crater count
of the interior of Hale’s primary cavity, excluding areas of exposed rock, heavily pitted
surfaces, gully deposits, and thick deposits of dust or sand. Craters are identified by their
distinctly circular morphologies, raised rims, ejecta, and depth (inferred by their
comparatively dark shadows next to bright slopes, a more striking contrast than that
found in most pits). Circular depressions that superpose interlocking pits are also
identified as impact craters.

Figure 18

We counted all craters visible in 6 m pixel-1 CTX images in an 8,117 km2 area
(Fig. 18) and obtain a crater retention age of 1 Ga via the model of Hartmann (2005), or
early to middle Amazonian, for the largest craters in our count (Fig. 19). 1 Ga is thus the
minimum age of Hale, consistent with the estimate of late Hesperian-early Amazonian by
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Cabrol et al. (2001). If 1 Ga is the true age of Hale, the subsurface at the impact site must
have been water-ice-rich at this time.

Figure 19

The slope of the crater-count plot is not as steep as expected for the production
function, with a roll-over at smaller crater diameters (e.g. Hartmann 2005); more small
craters than we observe are expected to have formed. The smaller craters may have been
preferentially eroded, modified, or in-filled. Our count was conservative, only including
obvious impact craters, which may have caused some small impact craters,
indistinguishable from pits, to be excluded. Larger craters are more likely to be preserved
and counted, so the age they yield is more likely to be accurate.

7. Discussion
The Martian crust is rich in water ice (e.g. Squyres 1988, Mellon et al. 1997,
Baker 2001, Boynton et al. 2002, Mellon et al. 2004, McEwen et al. 2007b, Senft and
Stewart 2008), and heat generated by large impacts should melt subsurface ice (Stewart
and Ahrens 2005), creating surface runoff that could modify the surrounding terrain (e.g.
Carr 1996, Maxwell et al. 1973, Tornabene et al 2007b, Williams and Malin 2008,
Morgan and Head 2009). Hale crater and its associated channels support this hypothesis.
The channels carved or modified by Hale appear to emanate from, and to
transport, Hale ejecta, implying that the channels are original features in the ejecta,
formed immediately after the Hale-forming impact event. The immature drainage pattern
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of the channels suggests the channel-forming event was brief, ending when source water
was depleted or the ejecta cooled and could no longer melt ice (Morgan and Head 2009).
In the preceding sections, we demonstrated that melted subsurface ice would be
an ample source of water to hydrate the ejecta and carve or modify channels associated
with Hale. Here we outline why other possible sources, including impact-induced
precipitation, prolonged impact-induced hydrothermal systems, the projectile, and
subsurface water, are less likely to have produced these fluvially-modified forms.
We rule out rainfall for several reasons: 1) Hale channels are fairly immature.
They do not converge downstream into higher-order systems in a manner typical of
pluvial drainages (e.g. Morgan and Head 2009). 2) There is no evidence of channels at
high elevations. If rainwater sculpted Hale’s channels, tributaries should be found on
elevated slopes (e.g. Williams and Malin 2008), such as the crater rim and central peak.
3) Hale’s primary cavity is the location that impact-generated rainfall should have been
concentrated, yet it lacks well-developed channels at map scale. 4) The discharge rates
determined for even small Hale channels are higher than would be expected for channels
formed by precipitation (e.g. Fassett and Head 2005, Morgan and Head 2009). 5) Rainfall
would not have produced the fluidized ejecta morphologies surrounding Hale. If there
was rain, it must have been supplemented by some other source of water.
The absence of channels within or near the primary cavity also weakens the
hypothesis for a sustained impact-induced hydrothermal system as a water source.
Impact-generated hot springs should be located along faults, such as the listric faults of
the crater rim (e.g. Osinski et al. 2005), yet channels do not begin for some distance from
the primary cavity.
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Impact by a comet cannot account for Hale’s muddy ejecta, even if it were pure
water ice and its water was completely incorporated into the ejecta: both unlikely initial
conditions that will overestimate the potential volume of water contributed in the
following calculation. An impactor is typically 5–10% the diameter of the resulting crater
(Melosh 1989) and <1% of the bolide’s volume is typically incorporated into the ejecta
(Koeberl 1998). A comet would incorporate less volume into ejecta than most other
bolides because of its high volatile content; most of it would vaporize during impact. A
pure-water-ice comet 10% the diameter of Hale (~14 km) would have a volume of ~2.7 ×
1012 m3. If 0.1% of this volume (an equivalent of 2.5 × 109 m3 of liquid water) were added
to Hale’s ejecta, the quantity of water would be insufficient to form the small channels in
the HiRISE DEM, much less the larger channels and fluidized ejecta features surrounding
Hale.
Surficial ice could be a marginally sufficient source of water if the entire ~95,000
km2 area blanketed by He1 was covered with 1 m of ice, perhaps covered by a
sublimation lag deposit, at the time of impact. Water released from He1 likely carved or
modified the channels and provided the volatiles for He2, so we only consider the area
beneath this ejecta unit. If all of this ice were melted and incorporated into the ejecta,
~8.7 × 1010 m3 of liquid water would then ideally be available for fluidizing ejecta and
carving channels, but these assumed conditions are unlikely. This would also only supply
enough water to carve the small channels in the HiRISE DEM, and likely not be able to
form or modify the larger channels associated with Hale. Melted surficial ice could
produce channels surrounding Sinton crater because of the very thick deposit (0.5–1 km)
of ice thought to be present in the area at the time of impact (Morgan and Head 2009). If
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Argyre was experiencing a period of glaciation (Kargel and Strom 1992, Baker 2001,
Banks et al. 2008) when Hale crater formed, with ice deposits of similar thickness (or an
even greater thickness of snow) at the impact site, melted surficial ice or snow could also
have contributed to sculpting Hale’s channels. However, these sources are not required to
explain the fluvial morphologies surrounding Hale.
Current near-surface temperatures and pressures in the area are well below those
that would support liquid water or surface ice (Christensen 1998, Conrath 2000, Carr
2006). It is possible that they may have been stable at the time of Hale’s formation, and
hydrated minerals may also have been present and supplemented water contributions, but
these sources are also not necessary to explain the fluidized morphologies surrounding
Hale.
The Hale-forming impactor may have struck a particularly volatile-rich area in
Uzboi Vallis. There is no evidence that Hale crater ever filled with water or other fluids,
so ULM is unlikely to have been active at the time of impact. However, water once
flowed across the surface here, and there may have been a locally elevated ice table when
Hale formed. Because of the lack of evidence for rainfall or hotsprings, the insufficient
water contributions of a comet, the instability of subsurface water or surficial snow or ice,
and the likely abundance of subsurface ice, subsurface ice remains the most plausible
source of water that produced the fluvial morphologies surrounding Hale.

7.1 Implications
The presence of channels does not necessarily indicate a warmer, wetter global
climate at the time the channels were active (e.g. Brakenridge et al. 1985, Cabrol et al.
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2001, McEwen et al. 2007b). Hale’s channels formed when a bolide struck a location rich
with subsurface volatiles; Sinton’s channels may have resulted from an impact into thick
surficial ice deposits (Morgan and Head 2009); and other Martian craters that formed in
volatile-rich locations may also have had channel systems associated with them.
The number, size, and extent of the channels created as a result of the Haleforming impact are substantial. If channels commonly form in response to large impact
events, water mobilized by many very large impact events during enhanced bombardment
early in Martian history may help explain the presence of valley networks,
phyllosilicates, and denuded terrain characteristic of Noachian landscapes (McEwen et al.
2007b, Tornabene et al. 2007b, Segura et al. 2008).

8. Conclusions
Hale is surrounded by a channel system to which it is spatially and temporally
correlated. The relationship between the channels and Hale’s ejecta imply the impact
event was responsible for channel and associated fluid debris flow lobe formation. We
estimate ~1010 m3 of liquid water were required to produce the fluvially-modified
morphologies surrounding Hale, a quantity that is best explained by contributions of
subsurface ice to the ejecta material. Hale crater demonstrates the role impact craters may
have played in supplying sufficient water to the Martian surface to fluvially modify the
landscape, particularly during the higher cratering rate early in Martian history, without
invoking a long-lived wetter climate or thicker atmosphere.
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Table 1. Flow Velocity and Discharge Estimates for Representative Channels
SubChannel

R, m

S

A, m2

dm , m

Uc, m s-1;
M

Uc, m s-1;
D-W URSBC

Uc, m s-1;
D-W GBC

Q, m3 s-1;
M

Q, m3 s-1;
D-W URSBC

Q, m3 s-1;
D-W GBC

A1

3.2

0.0022

450

1.9

1.9

1.2

850

870

530

A2

4

0.0022

770

2.2

2.2

1.4

1.7 ×103

1.7 × 103

1.1 ×103

A3

7.2

0.0022

3150

3.2

3.2

2.3

1.0 ×104

9.9 × 103

7.1 ×103

B1

1.2

0.0025

60

1.0

1.1

0.5

70

70
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B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
D1
D2
D3
AVG:

4.6
7.2
6
13
18
8
13
18
8.6

0.0025
0.0025
0.0232
0.0232
0.0232
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.0115

770
2530
520
1700
3300
1760
3880
7480
2200

12.0
9
11.9
1
11.5
6
11.7
8
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.3

2.5
3.4
9.2
15.4
19.2
9.8
13.6
16.9
8.2

2.5
3.3
8.3
13.2
16.0
8.8
11.7
14.2
7.2

1.7
2.4
6.2
11.2
14.2
6.9
9.9
12.5
5.9

1.9 ×103
8.6 ×103
4.8 ×103
2.6 ×104
6.3 ×104
1.7 ×104
5.3 ×104
1.3 ×105
2.6 ×104

1.9 × 103
8.3 × 103
4.3 × 103
2.2 × 104
5.3 × 104
1.5 × 104
4.5 × 104
1.1 × 105
2.3 × 104

1.3 ×103
6.0 ×103
3.2 ×103
1.9 ×104
4.7 ×104
1.2 ×104
3.8 ×104
9.4 ×104
1.9 ×104
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Table Captions
Table 1. Discharge estimates for representative channels using Manning (M) and DarcyWeisbach (D-W) equations, with friction factors for upper regime sand bed channels
(URSBCs) and gravel bed channels (GBCs) for D-W. Sub-channels 1, 2, and 3
correspond to their respective terrace levels within channels A, B, C, and D. Other terms
in table: hydraulic radius of channel, approximately equal to mean water depth (R);
energy slope of the flow, approximated as channel bed surface slope (S); cross-sectional
area of the channel (A); (dm); mean water flow velocity (Uc); and discharge (Q).

Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Location of mapping area. The geomorphic map of Hale crater is a 20° × 20°
region centered on Hale (323.6ºE, 35.7ºS), pictured here within a 100° × 65° MOLA
elevation map (270–10°E, 5–70°S). North is to the top in this and all subsequent images.
Argyre basin opens to the southwest from Hale’s location, and Vallis Marineris is to the
northwest. Image credit MOLA homepage: http://mola.gsfc.nasa.gov.

Fig. 2. A geomorphic map of Hale crater. Units related to Hale (listed in Fig. 3) are
mapped on a 1:500,000 THEMIS daytime IR mosaic with a resolution of ~100 m pixel-1.
In addition to the units described in the text, the map shows a feature called Texture,
which traces the large-scale texture of He1. Rims of craters >5 km in diameter found
within He1 and He2 are also mapped: rims of craters that overprint Hale ejecta are
marked as fresh craters; craters discernable beneath Hale’s ejecta are mapped as buried
crater rims. Hale impacted the intersection of Uzboi Vallis, the large Pc that crosses the
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map area, and the northern rim of Argyre basin, mapped as the dominant regional slope
break. Uzboi Vallis is mapped with navy blue polygons, as opposed to the lighter blue
lines that trace smaller channels carved or heavily modified by Hale.

Fig. 3. Map Legend. Units and symbols in the geomorphic map of Hale crater (Fig. 2).
See text for unit descriptions. The arrow on the fault symbol indicates the hanging wall of
a fault.

Fig. 4. Figure Location Map. Geomorphic map of Hale overlain with boxes and arrows
indicating the locations of subsequent images. Numbers correspond with figure numbers.
14 points to the location of the HiRISE DEM stereo pair, where channel profiles in Fig.
15 were extracted.

Fig. 5. Detail of Hale’s primary cavity. A closer view within and around Hale crater.

Fig. 6. Ejecta-filled crater. Just west of Hale, Hale ejecta breached the rim of a preexisting crater, filled the crater, then flowed out the other side. The contact between He1
and He2 is approximate or gradational in many locations, particularly within Argre basin
where the terrain is rough and mantling materials blanket much of the surface. Here He1
is extended across the crater because rough ejecta is visible on the other side. However, it
is possible that He2 is found within the pre-existing crater as well.
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Fig. 7. Northeastern ejecta. The fluidized nature of He2 is clearly demonstrated in this
image, where He2 appears to have flowed out of and away from the much rougher He1.

Fig. 8. Ponded and pitted material (Pp). The pitted floor northeast of Hale’s central
peak in CTX image P05_002787_1441_XN_35S036W. Pits are 10s to 100s of meters in
diameter and are interpreted to be collapse pits, formed by volatiles escaping from a
mixture of impact melt and lithic clasts.

Fig. 9. Southeastern channels. A closer view of channels emanating from Hale ejecta.
The spatial and temporal association between the channels and Hale’s ejecta strongly
suggest that the Hale-forming impact event also carved or modified the channels.

Fig. 10. Debris flow. HiRISE image (PSP_007033_1445) of a chute created by a debris
flow. These channels are mapped as “raised-rim channels.”

Fig. 11. Cross-section location. The cross-section through Hale crater is drawn in the
inferred direction of travel of the Hale-forming bolide: from southeast to northwest. The
elevation map highlights the elevation differences within and around Hale crater. Hale’s
northern rim crest is >3 km above the southern rim, and the difference in elevation within
and outside of Argyre basin is also clearly illustrated.

Fig. 12. Cross-section through Hale crater. The cross-section through Hale crater
makes the uneven topography on which Hale crater formed more evident. The elevation
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difference associated with Argyre is clearly apparent, as is the difference in Hale’s terrace
development and rimcrest elevation inside and outside the basin. Normal faults are
interpreted to have created rim terraces and a slump (small normal fault; on left) in the
ejecta. Reverse faults are inferred to have uplifted the central peak complex. The complex
faulting associated with the formation of Argyre basin is represented by a single large
inferred fault at base of the cross-section. The pattern below Hale’s primary crater depicts
the fracturing of the bedrock caused by the impact. A topographic rise in He1 northwest
of Hale is caused by another (unnamed) crater’s ejecta (Ace) underlying Hale ejecta. The
cross-section further emphasizes the abundance of He2 within the basin and the greater
amount of He1 to the northwest. The topographic profile for the cross-section was
extracted from a MOLA DEM.

Fig. 13. Hale streaks. A pattern of bright streaks in THEMIS nighttime IR images
radiates from Hale. The most prominent streaks are traced in this image, and a hint of this
pattern extends almost to Vallis Marineris, over 1,000 km away. Streaks can be several
10s of kilometers long and are typically 1–3 km wide. These streaks may have been
formed by a base surge associated with the Hale-forming impact event.

Fig. 14. HiRISE image of a Hale streak. Fig. 14a shows a portion of one of Hale’s
streaks captured in HiRISE image ESP_013916_1485. Fig. 14b is a closer view of the
streak; its location is outlined in white in Fig. 14a. Both images show bright scoured
bedrock interlaid with darker aeolian deposits organized into linear dunes that are
oriented perpendicular to the bedrock grooves. The aeolian material may have been
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initially emplaced by a base surge associated with the Hale-forming impact. The streaks
may demonstrate the impactor’s ability to mobilize aeolian materials even large distances
(>10 radii) from the impact site. Hale crater is ~500 km to the bottom right of the images,
and north is slightly left of the top.

Fig. 15. Channel profiles. Representative cross-sections through four channels in the
HiRISE DEM. These profiles are original data from the DEM, before they were
smoothed. Note that the profiles do not all have the same scale.

Fig. 16. Estimates of flow velocities within Hale channels. Flow velocities for Hale’s
channels A, B, C, and D, for terrace levels 1, 2, and 3 (topographically lowest to highest,
depicted from left to right, respectively).

Fig. 17. Discharge estimates for Hale channels. Estimates of discharge in Hale’s
channels A, B, C, and D, for terrace levels 1, 2, and 3 (topographically lowest to highest,
depicted from left to right, respectively).

Fig. 18. Crater count area. We counted all of the craters within Hale’s primary cavity
visible in 6 m pixel-1 CTX images in an 8,117 km2 area. This area (shown in black)
excludes exposed rock, gully deposits, thick deposits of dust or sand, and some heavily
pitted surfaces.
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Fig. 19. Crater count plot. The plot of craters found within Hale’s primary cavity yields
a crater retention age of 1 Ga, or early to middle Amazonian. This is a minimum age for
Hale and, if it marks the true age of Hale, a time at which the subsurface in this area must
have been water-rich. The slope of the crater-count plot is not as steep as expected for the
production function of Hartmann (2005), perhaps due to degradation of smaller craters.
Larger craters are more likely to be preserved and counted, so the age they yield is more
likely to be accurate.
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